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1-Composition    
"Life in Kuwait in the past was different from life nowadays. " 

Plan and write a report of two paragraphs of not less than (8 sentences) about" Life in Kuwait 
in the past and life nowadays" These guide words and phrases may help you:  
 

(life, difficult – homes, mud – electricity –roofs –pearl diving –camels-Al Katateeb –fresh 
food –easy-villas-appliances-doctors-schools-planes-entertainment) 

 

Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Life in Kuwait in the past was different from life nowadays. In the past, life was 

very hard. People lived in small mud houses. For cooling, they slept on the roofs. They didn’t 
have electricity. They used oil lamps. They didn’t have schools. They went to Al Katateeb. 
People worked in pearl diving, fishing and sailing. They travelled by camels. 

 

                       Nowadays, Life in Kuwait is much easier. People live in big villas. They have 

modern home appliances such as TVs, fridges and ACs. They go to modern schools. People 

work as doctors, teachers and pilots. They travel by cars and planes. I think life in Kuwait 

nowadays is better and more comfortable. 

 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 
 

Life in Kuwait 

In the past Nowadays 

1- life was very hard 

2- small mud houses  

3- no electricity  

4- no schools  

5- pearl diving 

6- travelled by camels 

1- life is easier 

2- big villas  

3- home appliances  

4- modern schools  

5- doctors, teachers, pilots 

6- travel by cars, planes 



2- Composition 
 

      "Each job is useful to the society and has its special tasks "  
Plan and write a report of two paragraphs of not less than (8 sentences) about " The animal 
trainer " and the things he has to do / doesn't have to do.  
These guide words and phrases may help you:  
 

work different / / behavior/ actors ,police -animals  / patient / understand trains(          

)  computer/ office/uniform/ team/reports/do the samephysically strong /  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   The animal trainer is a useful job. He has to do many things. He trains animals. 

He has to be patient. He has to understand animal behaviour. He has to work with actors, the 

police and the public. His work is different every day.  

 

                          The animal trainer doesn’t have to do many things. He doesn’t have to be 
physically strong. He doesn’t have to use a computer. He doesn’t have to work in an office He 
doesn’t have to wear a uniform. He doesn’t have to work in a team. He doesn’t have to do the 
same every day. 

 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 

 

The animal trainer 

the things 
he has to do 

the things 
 he doesn't have to do 

1-  trains animals 

2-  be patient 

3-  understand animal behaviour 

4-  actors, police 

5-  work different  

1- physically strong 

2- use a computer 

3- work in an office 

4- wear a uniform 

5- work in a team 



 

3- Composition 

 

"Each job is useful to the society and  has its special tasks " 
 Plan and write a report of two paragraphs of not less than (8 sentences) about " your future 
job" explaining why you choose this job and the things you have to do .  
These guide words and phrases may help you:  

(a doctor ʹ cure people -  help the sick- money - social rank-rich ʹsave-  uniform ʹ give 

medicine - -do research -computer ʹclinic-  team-    examine - teach the public) 

 

plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 My future job is to be a doctor. I choose this job for many reasons. I love science 

and I dreamed to be a doctor. I want to cure people. I want to care for their health. I also want 

to earn much money. I need to be famous and rich too. I will have a high social rank. I also 

want to save people’s lives. Another reason is that the world needs more doctors.  

 

              There are many things I have to do as a doctor. I have to wear a uniform. I have to 

give medicine to the sick. I have to do research. I have to use a computer. I have to work in a 

team sometimes. I have to examine sick people. 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 

 

My future job   ( a doctor ) 

Why I choose this job the things I have to do 

1-  cure people  

2-  care for their health  

3-  earn much money 

4-  social rank / famous, rich 

5-  the world needs more doctors 

6-  to save people’s lives 

1-  wear a uniform  

2-  give medicine 

3-  do research 

4-  use a computer 

5-  work in a team 

6-  examine sick people 



4- Composition 

"Each job is useful to the society and has its special tasks " 

 Plan and write a report of two paragraphs of not less than (8 sentences) about " The park 
ranger" and the things he has to do / doesn't have to do.  
These guide words and phrases may help you:  

 

computer /  -teach the public   -physically strong  -helps, visitors -team  -uniform  -park  nature(

)   office / feed the animals   /    swimmer /   reports / do the same 

 

plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   The park ranger is a useful job. He has to do many things. He has to work in nature 

parks. He has to wear a uniform. He has to work in a team. He has to help visitors. He has to 

be physically strong. He has to teach the public. He has to monitor wildlife and stop hunting 

animals. 

                          The park ranger doesn’t have to do many things. He doesn’t have to use a 

computer. He doesn’t have to work in an office. He doesn’t have to feed the animals. He 

doesn’t have to be a good swimmer. He doesn’t have to write reports. He doesn’t have to do 
the same every day. 

 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 

The park ranger 

the things 
he has to do 

 

the things 
 he doesn't have to do 

 1-  nature park 

2-  wear a uniform 

3-  work in a team 

4-  help visitors 

5-  be physically strong 

6-  monitor wildlife/stop hunting 

1-  use a computer 

2-  work in an office 

3-  feed the animals 

4-  be a good swimmer 

5-  write reports 

6-  do the same 



 

5 - Composition 
"Each job is useful to the society and has its special tasks " 

 Plan and write a report of two paragraphs of not less than (8 sentences) about " The marine 
biologist" and the things he has to do / doesn't have to do .  
 
These guide words and phrases may help you:  

(  marine  animals/ work - sea/ good swimmer / live  - near work / computer  / write - report   / teach   

)   feed , animals   / do the same uniform /team /office hours /students /communicates ideas/   - 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              The marine biologist is a useful job. He has to do many things. He has to study 

marine animals and plants. He has to work at sea. He has to be a good swimmer. He has 

to live near his work. He has to use a computer. He has to write reports. 

 

                     He doesn’t have to do many things. He doesn’t have to wear a uniform. He 

doesn’t have to work in a team. He doesn’t have to work office hours. He doesn’t have 

to feed the sea animals. He doesn’t have to be physically strong. He doesn’t have to do 
the same every day. 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 

The marine biologist 

the things 
he has to do 

 

the things 
 he doesn't have to do 

 
1-  marine animals 

2-  work at sea 

3-  be a good swimmer 

4-  live near his work 

5-  use a computer 

6-  write reports 

1-  wear a uniform 

2-  work in a team 

3-  office hours 

4-  feed the animals 

5-  be physically strong 

6-  do the same  



 

6 - Composition 
 
 "The Noble Prize is an international award scientists get it for their great achievements. '' 
Plan and write a report of two paragraphs of not less than (8 sentences) about " The Nobel 
prize" explaining why some people get this award and one example of The Nobel Prize 
winners.  
These guide words and phrases may help you:  

 (famous award, scientists ʹ achievements- help humanity-, minds, contribute, inventions, save 

lives- Ahmed Zuwail, scientist - Egypt- study USA, Nobel Prize 1999, chemistry, books)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            The Nobel Prize is a famous award. It is given to scientists. They have 

great achievements and discoveries.  They also help humanity. They have brilliant 

minds. They improve our lives. They contribute to the society. They Make useful 

inventions. They save people’s lives. 

                        One example of the Nobel prize winners is Ahmed Zuwail. Ahmed Zuwail 

is a famous Arab Scientist. He was born in Egypt. He got his PhD from the USA. He 

won The Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1999. He improved science. He wrote may books. 

He also won many other awards. 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 

The Nobel prize 

why some people get this 
award 

one example of the Nobel prize 
winners (Ahmed Zuwail ) 

1-  great achievements  

2-  help humanity 

3-  brilliant minds 

4-  contribute to society 

5-  make useful inventions 

6-  save people’s lives 

1- Ahmed Zuwail, famous scientist 

2-  born in Egypt 

3-  studied in the USA 

4-  The Nobel Prize in 1999 

5-  improved science  

6-  wrote many books 



7 - Composition 

Plan and write a report of two paragraphs of not less than (8 sentences) about ( your last  

holiday)  explaining why it is important to have holidays and the last holiday you had. 

: The following words and phrases are for help 
 

 (relax-feel happy-family ties-fun-enjoy time-health ʹstress - passport-luggage ʹhotel roomsʹflight tickets-

information-money-  Dubai- family ʹ plane- hotel, a week ʹ museums -Khalifa Tower-shopping - fun - happy) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Holidays are very important in our life. We need a holiday to relax and feel 

happy. A holiday makes family ties stronger. We need to have lots of fun and enjoy our life. 

We need to be away from work for some time. A holiday improves health. It is good for the 

body, mind and soul. A holiday helps us make good memories. It helps to reduce stress. 
                     
              We prepared for the trip. We prepared our passports and luggage. We booked 

the hotel rooms. We booked the flight tickets. We collected information about Dubai.  

We took enough money. 
                  
              Last holiday, I went to Dubai. I went with my family. We went by plane. We stayed 

in a nice hotel for a week. The food was tasty. The weather was good. We visited Khalifa 

Tower. We went shopping in Dubai mall. We bought some gifts for our friends. We took 

photos in amazing places in Dubai. He had lots of fun. We enjoyed our trip very much. 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 

My  last  holiday 

why it is important to 
have holidays 

the last holiday I  had. 

1- went to Dubai 

2-  with my family, plane 

3-  stayed in a hotel  

4-  food tasty, weather good 

5-  Khalifa Tower  

6-  shopping, gifts 

1- relax, feel happy 

2-  strong family ties, fun 

3-  enjoy life, away from work 

4-  improve health, refresh 

5-  make good memories  

6-  reduce stress 

The preparation for 
the trip  

1- passports, luggage 

2-  hotel rooms 

3-  flight tickets  

4- collected information 

5-  enough money  



8 - Composition 
"Energy is needed in almost all aspects of life. 

" Plan and write a report of two paragraphs of not less than (8 sentences) about" Energy " . 
Explaining the sources of energy and how we save energy.  
These guide words and phrases may help you:  

 

share  -appliances-lightsturn off -  -oil  -limited-renewable-non -solar-use again -renewable -kinds(    

cars-use one car- recycle - use buses ) 

plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      Energy is very important in our life. We need energy everywhere. There are two 

main kinds of energy- renewable energy and non-renewable energy.  

           Renewable energy means we can use it again and again. It is not limited. Some examples 

are solar energy, wind power and water power. They are clean and free. They don’t pollute 
the air. They don’t cause health problems. Non –renewable energy means the supply is limited. 

It will finish one day. Some examples are oil, gas and coal. They are found under the ground. 

They pollute the air. They cause health problems. They are expensive too. 
                     

               We should save energy. We should turn off the lights after use. We should also 

turn off the AC. We should buy energy saving appliances. It’s important to use one car. 

We need to share cars with others. We need to recycle old things. We should use public 

transports like buses and trains.               Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 

Energy 

the sources of energy how we save energy 

1-  renewable energy 

2-  solar, wind, water  

3-  clean, free 

4-  non-renewable energy 

5-  oil, coal, gas 

6-  pollute the air  

1- turn off the lights, TV 

2-  energy saving appliances 

3-  use one car 

4-  share cars 

5-  recycle old things  

6-  use buses, trains 



 

9 - Composition 
"Our planet is facing environmental problems nowadays "  
" Plan and write a report of two paragraphs of not less than (8 sentences) about Climate 
change " explaining the results of climate changes and how to solve this problem.  
 
These guide words and phrases may help you:  

 

  ( temperature rise- ice melt- sea level, rise-  cities, flood -forest fire, little rain- wells empty- 

food-renewable ʹelectric cars-plant trees-pollution - recycle  ) 

 

plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      The world temperature is rising. The world is getting hotter day by day. This is 

because of pollution. There are many results of climate change. Ice in the north pole will melt. 

Sea levels will rise. There will be more floods. Cities by the sea will drown. Wells will empty. 

There will be less rain. There will be forest fires too. There will be less food in the world. 
                              

                            There are many solutions for this problem. People should use renewable 

energy e.g. solar energy. We should use electric cars. We should plant more trees. We 

shouldn’t cut down trees. We should stop pollution. We should also recycle old things. 

We should save energy too.                      Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 

Climate change 

the results of climate changes how to solve this problem 

1- renewable energy 

2-  electric cars 

3-  plant trees 

4-  stop pollution 

5-  recycle old things  

6-  save energy, use buses 

1- icecaps melt 

2-  sea level rise 

3-  more floods 

4-  cities drown 

5-  less rain, food  

6-  forest fires 



10 - Composition 

 

"The world will be different in the future" 

Life In The     ) aboutsentences 8of not less than (two paragraphs a report of Plan and write " 

.explaining how life will change in the future and how people will feele    Futur 

: the following guide words are for help   
  

 (download memories ʹrecall later-modify weather-stop global warming- flooding-hurricanes-  

cities under the ground-preparing food-cars fly- robots-happy- -relax - enjoy –fun - live longer)  

 

plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         Scientists predict that life in the future wil l be different. You will download 

your memories to a computer. You can recall them later. People will live in cities under the 

ground. Scientists will modify the weather. They will stop global warming. They will reduce 

floods. we Will also use flying cars. Robots will be everywhere. 

     In the future, People will feel happier. They will have more time to relax. They will 

enjoy their life. They will have lots of fun. They will live longer. Life will be more 

comfortable and enjoyable. 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 

Life in the future     

how life will change in the future how people will feel 

1- download memories   

2-  recall later  

3- modify weather  

4- stop global warming  

5- cities under the ground 

6- flying cars - robots 

1- feel happier 

2-  more time, relax  

3-  enjoy life 

4-  lots of fun 

5-  live longer 

6-  life comfortable  


